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A NEW LOOJ AT THE PROBLEM OF MACROECONOMIC SYSTEM .EVOLUTION 

Mirosław Bereziński,Grażyna Petriczek 

Systems Research Institute,Polish Academy of Sciences 

Abstract: There are many approaches, techniques and tools 

related to the process of forecasting macroeconomic system 

evolution · (development); however, the history of economic 

science shows that all of them have been strongly influenced 

by classical physics methodology. The paper analyzes the 

modelling possibilities of the long-term macroeconomic system 

evolution based on· the results obtained in the past ·few years 

in modern physics, synergetics, the theory of nonlinear dynamie 

systems, the theory of irręversible processes far from the 

state of thermodynamic equilibrium, etc. The paper discusses 

the basie generał-system rules and laws of development in 

the context of the macroeconomic system ·evolution modelling. 

It shows the time struc~ure of this process drawing attention 

to its continuous~step character ·and the ~uantitative-qualita

tive changes taking place in it. _rt focuses attention on the 

determinism and stochasticity of the macroeconomic'system 

development process as well as on the role of comp'lexity and 

nonlinearity, stability and instability in the course of this 

process·. Special emphasis is put on the need of · changi?g the 

traditional way of thinking of economists and cons~dering . 

economic problems frankly from a stochastic point of view. 

Key words: ~croeconomy, development, qualitative-~antitative 

· changes,classical physics, modern physics:synergetics 

irreversibility, determinism, stochasticity. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years an increasing amount of attention has been . 

directed towards obtaining improved methods for macroeconomic 

evolution analysis and a large number of models of m~croecoho-
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mic sys tem (MES) evolution have been proposed in l i terature. 

I t is Jcnown that use of t hese models has, on occa s ion , prbve d 

fruitful and rewarding, but i t i s a l so well known that it ha s , 

not infrequently , provedmisleading. and led t o i mproper deci

sions and undesirable consequen~es~ A aerious limitation o f 

class i cal theories of economic development as generał tools f or 

the description of MES evolution, lie s in the fact that t hei r 

methodology is based on the princ iple of mechanistic deter

minism. As a consequence of this , class ica l approaches to t hemo

de ll.ing of MES evolutión · assume an unambiguous and 1.h f lexible 

link between past and present , and r e sult in models which 

reflect only quantitati ve aspects. of macroeconomic develópment ; 

The quantitative aspects of economi~ phenomena are examined by 

political economy with the help of mathematical and statistical 

methods, but these methods, however important, should not be 

overestimated. Any economic phenomenon has qualitative and 

quM.·t itative aspects, which are in close connection and inter

dependence, in dialectical unity. The qualitative aspects ex

press the essence of economic processes and prevail over and 

det ermine the quantitative ones. I·n their turn, quantitative 

changes sooner or later lead to the emergence of qualitatively 

new phenomena in economic relations . So, although mathematical 

methods play an important role in the research on the -qualita

t ive aspects of economic problems, both on the microeconomic 

as well as on the macroeconomic level , they cannot be dominant 

i 1; the examinati'on of the long-term MES evolution. Thom (1975, 

,:,. 322) states that • • • • very few phenomena depend on mathemat i 

cally simply expressed l aws .• . • and that • • . • even when a sys-

::em is contr ol led by e xpl i cit l aws of evol ut i on, i .t often 

nappens tha t i ts qua l itative be~av~o ~ is stil l not computabl e 
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and predictable • • • ll ·Therefore, it is not sufficient to formulate 

and to study the problems of MES evolution in a purely mathema

tical way. Such an approach, isolated from the qualitative 

changes in the MES, would be a very dubious basis for scientific 

prevision of the most probable changes in the state, structure 

_and dynamics of the macroeconomy, of social -requirements and 

production possibilitfes, of the trehds of ·technical progress, 

of .the size and composition of the popul.ation, of_ ·natural resou-

rces, etc. 

The purpose of this paper is to give a critical assessment óf 

the usefulness of quantitative methodology as a tool for the 

a~alysis and modelling of· long-term MES evolution, and to sketch 

the outline Ó{ a new quantitative-qualitative methodology that 

might ameliorate the major weakness highlighted by the assessment. 

The . _approach is based on the . conceptual apparatus of systems .: ana-

. lysis, synergetics ,. thermodynamics of irreversible processes · far 

from equilibrium; bifurcation ,and c.?-tastróphe theory, etc. 

2. INTERACTIONS BETWEEN ECONOMICS AND ~HYSICS 

There are very important interdependencies between econpmics 

and physics. According to Tiritner and Sengupta (1972, p.9), "the 

hi story of e_conomics ( ••. ) . shows that this social science, which 

has attained a certain amount of maturity, has. been profou~dly 

· influenced by contemporary developmen:ts. in the _natural sciimces, 

especfally physics". Johansson, -Batten and Casti (1987, p • . 1) 
. ' . . . . 

make a ·similar point: "On .occasions, · economic · theor.y .a:nd mo- · 

~elling ha_s adopted <:;oncepts and research strategi~s from . the 
. . 

natural sciences, in particular from _classical physics. A growing 

circle of economic theorists have recently been inspired by some 
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other developments within the natural sciences. ( .•• ) Approaches · 

and concepts ·intioduced in the models a r e inspired by recent 

contributions to physics, chemistry and theoretical biology. 

Moreover, techniques ~or re_ndering the analysis of dynamical i 
systems more : tractable have been imported and adapted from the 

natural ana engineering sciences. h_o:"ev,er , the probl'efns sci addres

sed are !irmly _r?b'ted- i..n, .t he _economic distipline 1.o!i_th a special 
. - .. . 

focus on: technological . cha~ge , business cycles , economic develQp-
.. . 

ment and grawth" In recent decades we .can identify many other 

economi3ts and mathematicians who have tr i ed to analysis- ~he 

influence of ,Newtonian phy-~ics on ec<?nomic, theory ·(schump_ete_r -, 
. . 

1954; Blaug, 1962; Franksen, 1969b,1974; English - ,1974; Willems , 

1974; Berez.:CńGki : 1980; - Bereziński . and . Kruś · 198G '; 

Zurawicki, 1987 a,1987b; Bereziński and Petric2ek ,1987). In 

particular, English was concerned with extending fundamental 

laws of Newtonian mechanics inte the domain of economic. 

Speaking of interdependencies between these disciplines he says 

(English , 1974, p.279-280): "In the physical sciences _ certain 

causality relationships have been found to be invariant and as 

a consequence were formulated inte laws that always hold true 

under certain well defined conditions. Very often the underlying 

principles on which the laws hold were not understood unti_l long 

after the law was formulated. In the meantime the usefulness 9f 

the relationships was valid in that they satisfactorily explai

ned observed -phenomena. ( ••• ) While controversies have occurred 

in physics they have lasted only so long as it took to show that 

the physical phenomena ~ould be explained ·in alternative ways 
' 

proyided that the constraining conditions are adequately descri

bed •. The fundamental consition is -that the phenomena are always 

predictable within limits of statistical variations with their 

measurement. In economics no such happy state ot affairs seems 
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to exist as yet .- In almo_st every aspect of economic theory one 

finds strong differences · of opinion on the validity of oppo

sing hypotheses. These develop emotional adherents to one 

school or another. ( ••• ) The very fact that controversy can 

exist at all ' is evidence of a lack of valid theory. As soon as 

·it is possible to demonstrate a single exception to a theory, 

that theory is by definition invalidated. Thus a valid econo-

mic theory is incontrovertible and not subject to debate". 

These quotations show quite transparently that the develop

ment of classical economics was strongly inspired by problems· 

based on phenomena in the fields of classical physics and 

engineering. In a typical classical physics problem, the varia

bles of the system are seen to satisfy a system of well- defi

ned deterministic relations. All parameters of the problem can 

be assumed known or accurateiy measurable, and one seeks to 

determine the relations between them in order to predict exac-

tly what will happen in sirnilar or ?tnalogous circurnstances in 

the future. Until recently economists were primaril~ concerned 

wi th just such deterministic problems ,,. problems that could be 

solved by the methods and techniques of classical deterrni~istic 

mathematics. 

Clearly, however, these deterministic methods and techni

ques are not altogether suitable for the econornic science, 

which typically presents problems involving uncertainty or 

randomnes s and variability. It is therefore inevitable that 

economists should be concerned prominently with such. stochas

tic disciplines as theories óf probability,stochastic proce

sses and statistic, cybernetics and synergetics, statistical 

physics, ect. These disciplines are the natural tools for the 

analytical investigation of problems arising in the economic 
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science. It is · now no longer exclusively classical physics and 

engineering, _but also modern·· physics, chemistry, biology and 

such relatively _young interdisciplinarr ·Elcienc::es as synergetics, 

that signal new promisingdirections for economic .research. 

A particular question' that arises . con~erns . the f~ture rel~

tion between economics and modern physics. Tintner_and ·sengupta„ 
: -. . 

(1972, p.10-ll t say: "It is not our in·tention to. critic:ize :. 

economic deterministic models, just because they are ·_ (somewhat : 

feeble) imitations of classical deterministic physics • . _·It is 

perhaps unavoidable that all other sciences are powerfully 

influenced by the most successful science, and this. was undou

btedly physics in the 19th century. ( ••• ) But if we contemplate 

contemporary rather than 19th century physics we must observe 

a great change. True enough, relativ.ity theory is d·eterministic 

~d _constitutes _perhaps_ a pow_erful ending of classical physics. 

But since the rise of quantum theory mą~ąrI} :ehysi,cs has othel;'Wise 
' .. -- , . ..... : ..... - , ·- ·. 
become stochastic. , that is, uses the results of probability 

~ h• <., .. • 

bheory . Tnis makes ,the· results of classical physics not 

·useless . The law of large numbers assures us that, if the num

ber of particles is large (and for macro-systems it is enormus) , 

deviations from the mean values (mathematical expectations) will 

be small. This explains the continuing success of the methods 

of classical physics in engineering. Similarly , we _might argue 

that deterministic economics must be considered as dealing with _ 

-the mean values (mathematical expectations) of the random varia-

bles, which really characterize the economic system. (. ;.~) But 

is this assumption realistic? ( ••• ) We propose to follow the 

example .of modern physics and to consider economic phenomena 

frankly from a stochastic point of ~iew, that is, treat econo

nomic variables as random variables". 

The origin of Jlllłthematical economics, involving physical i za

. ..,n and mathematization of economic phenomei.d on thr :·,a , is of 
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quantitative laws, is connected with Newtonian dynamism, i.e. 

with the differential conception of motion. The outstanding 

representatives of classical economics regarded the establish

ment of immutable economic laws as the most important task of 

this science, believing them to be the foundation of economics: 

.Consequently, the development of economics, of its fundamental 

theories in the first place, was ,.. to -some ex.tent - like the 

reduction of its theoretical content to the foundations of • 

classical physics, especially classical mechanics. No wonder 

that the existing models of economic development are purely 

qualitative models which purport to substantiate the inter

relation between the technico-economic categories of reproduc

tion and the rates of , its expansion. But these -models are too 

rough approximations to the process of economic development 

and reflect nothing but the qualitative effect of tecpnologi

cal progress on economic growth. Tpe extremely abstract c~arac

ter of the models of economic growth and the· narrowness and 

unrealistic character of the initial prerequisites are the 

9rincipal reasons why theory of economic .growth is in deep 

crisis today. 

We have already mentioned that the ideas of most economic 

theoreticians have been vitally i•nfluenced by classical deter

ministic physics. But during the last decades physics itself 

has changed. Modern physics has become stochastic "but the bulk 

of economic theorizing still persists in the construction of 

. deterministic models, especially in the field of econ9mic 

development ( •.• } • There seem'!i to be a cultural lag of more . 

than 50 years between economics and physics (Tintner and 

Sengupta, 1972, p. 28). 

In modern physics , t he idea of development permeate.s all 
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its branches and areas. In the light of this discipline the 

development of economic systems is -governed by the generał and 

objective of dialectics. These are the laws 

of development by passage Ó.fquantitative changes into quali~a

tive ones, interruption of gradualness, leaps, negation of the 

initial moment of development and negation of this very ·nega

tion , and repetition at a higher level o'f some of the features .· 

and aspects of the original state. From the standpoint of modern 

physics, the development of economic systems, both on the micro 

and macro level, is a process where the essence of dialectics 

manifests itsels in the most -diverse forms. The correct 

dialectico-physical approach to the study of economic develop

ment differs f~om alr earlier theories of economic growth in 

that it regards development as the result of the internal 

contradictions between the progressive way of economic develop

ment and backward economic basis, between the need to use fore

ing private capital and its adverse effect on the national 

economy, etc. 

From the view-point of modern physics, the description of 

the development process which assurnes that the past and .the 

future play the same role is wrong. The belief in this concep

tion would result in the necessity to recognize the second law 

of thermodynamics as the oblig.atory law of economic development. 

In accordance with this law the direction of economic develop

ment should be clearly determined by the direction of the 

growth of entropy, by the desire to bring the economy to the 

state of therrnodynarnic equilibriurn. The achievement of this 

state would mean the transition of economy to the most unfa

vourable position, as the state of thermodynamic equilibriurn 

is the state of full spontaneity. Therefore, economic d~velop-
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ment should not . follow the law of entropy growth.The course of 

economic development should entirely differ from the direction 

which results from the laws of classical physics. Economy is 

a consciously organized system kept in a state which is far 

from the state of thermodynamic equilibrium. Besides, it is 

a large-scale system requiring the coherence of the processes 

taking place init, the coherence which is ,necessary for eco

· nomic life. 

According to classical physics the fundamental laws of phy

sics are symmetrical in time. The adoption of this rule would 

rnean the acceptance of the reversibility of economic processes. 

In the light o.f modern physics and synergetics all development 

is an irreversiblle process in the result of which economy, as 

an open system, has the ability to continuously organize cohe

rent structureś ąnd to selforganize. 

Economic development takes place in time. Classical physics 

offers very poor models of development, too simple in relation 

to reality. These models are based on the statemen_t that if the 

state of economy . was sufficiently known at - a certain moment,the 

future states of economy could be foreseen and. the past states 

reproduced. There is no need to explain that this kind of fore

cast_ing in economy is impossible. It is not true that tłie 

current state of the economy contains the full information 

about its past and future. The situation is quite different: 

the future of an economy is not a component of its past.There

fore,the future ..:state of an economy can_not - be pr.ecisely forecast. 

It is only various possible development scenarios that can be 

foreseen. 

We have another comment connected with the notion of time 

in classical and modern physics as methodologies of modelling,i 
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development processes. One should be, first of all, aware of . 

· the fact that in classical dynamics tim~ always appears as ·an --· 

external pa:ramęter of a system with~ut an~ separate dir~ction • . 

_Classical dynamics does nót render it possible to draw: a _d.i,s-
. . . : ; 

tinction be:tween the future and the -past >of a system. This .can 

be done only on the ground of thermodynamics which con!:!iders ·· 

research objects in the context of their-, continuous format i on . _ 

The second law of thermodynamic introduces· a speciai physical 

c~ncept - entropy which assigns a direction · of -time (time a "-

arrow). Entropy _determines the difference between the past and 

the future of a system. Ąpart from the external time, intro

duced within clas~ical thermodynamics, modern• -thermodynamics 

intmduced the conception of another time as an · internal 

variable., characteristic of a given system. With this approach 

to time and with two states of a system, the state with a cor

:n ,sponding , higher value of entropy can be considered as older. 

The allowance for theśe facts in the modelling of economic 

development processes is an inevitable necessity. The irrevesi

bility of development processes is the basie form in which sto

chasticity manifests itself in a macroscopic scale. Stochasti

ćity is characteristic .Ot,_=-every macroscopic phenomenon and 

system. Their .internal time is unseparably related to the 

fluctuation processes . which take place in macroscpic phenomena 

and systems. By fluctuations we understand the deviations ·of 

dynamie system characteristics from their average values. 
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3.STOCHASTIC DETERMINISM OF ECONOMY 

All of .the phenomena taking place . in an economy are causati

vely conditioned. But one should not draw a false conclusion 

from this true thesis ·believin~ that there are only necessary 

·relations in an economy. This is not the case. Randornness plays 

-~ specific if only limited part in economy and its development. 

I _f necessity expr_esses only significant relations between 

economic life elements and a permanent trend in the development 

of economy, the behaviour of every single element in the econo

my is influenced by significant relations and trends and many 

other factors. Randornness has no foundation in significant 

properties of economic life elements and in significan~ rela

tions between them •. Unlike necessity it is not prepared by the 

hitherto, historical course of economic development. A random 

phenomenon in economiy and i~ its development is the phenomenon 

that can occur urider certain circurnstances but does not have to. 

It can occur in this or another way,Ra~dornness in ecońomy · and 'its 
P. C.. 

development i::; a form- for necęssity t? ,·manifest ·.ttself..It does ·not 

-----stand in oppo~ition to necessity but complements it. It happens . _, 

so because all generał properties of economy and its development, 

all regularities show through unitary properties and relations. 

The rule of stochastic determinism is of key methodological 

significance for the research on the MES development foreca

sting and shaping. This rule shows that the construction of the 

long -term MES development forecast is the penetratiort through 

events and random relations into what is necessary . . It is also 

the discovery of the objective regularities of system develop

ment and their formulation in the form of laws, which make it 

possible to understand the genesis of the existing state and 
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draw conclusions as to further MES development. _In the light of 

this rule the MES development is a deterrnined process. Yet,this 

is not Laplacian determinism, negating the objective character 

od randomness and treating the variety of causes and effects in 

economy as mechanistic interaction without taking into accouńt 

the quantitative aspects of economic phenomena. It is necesśary 

to adopt the principal of stochastic aeterrninism which is ba.sed 

on the recognition of v_arious types of cau~ality ' in economy de

pending on the character of economic .regularities. The Soviet 

economist , Suslov (1978, p. 56-57) .criticized the deterniinis

tic trend in economic modelling drawing attention to the· abso

lute necessity of recognizing probability as one the main con

ceptional categories in economic science. He said: "OUr litera

ture expresses the point of view which rejects probabilistic 

proce_sses in social life as well as the possibili ty to use 

probabilistic methods to getto know this social _life. To jus

tify this point of view it is said that the movement of indivi

dual phenomena in social life is not disorderly and random but 

results from human conscious activity. These arguments are far 

from convincing. Human conscious but undeterrnined behaviour 

does not exclude randomness in social processes ( ••• ). If we 

remember that, as a rule, conclusions are forrnulated and deci

sions made in the conditions of incomplete information ,it 

becomes elear that social phenomena cannot be understood in any 

other way but .only within the framework of probabil"istic concell! ., 
tion. Society is a complex, dynamie system which deve l ops unde~ 

the influence of both necessity (which makes it determini stic) 

and many random factors (which prov~de . it with random proper

ties)". 
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4. COMPLEXITY AND NONLINEARITY OF THE MES DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 

The Śhaping of the long-term MES development is a complex pro

cess, that is, a process among whose elements there is at leas-t 

one decision-making subprocess . Numbero·us and various direct and 

indirect interactions take place among these e_lement s. This com

·plexity is characterized by the irieversibility and stochasticity 

of MES evolution. The ·first property expresses the fact the mat

hematical model of ·MES evolutions is not· symmetrical in relation 

to the algebraic sign of the time variable , The second property 

is the expression of the fact that this process is, continuou·siy, 

subject to more or less random deviations from the assumed tra

jectory, due to the social-economic-ecological environment : 

Considering their duration, the devi ations can be subdivided into 

short - and long-lasting ones in relation to, for instance,the 

considered · range of time. The influence of these deviations on MES 

development is not .the same. It should be remembered that alth

ough by means of the averaging oper:3-tion we can eliminate the 

study of the direct influence of short., random deyiations from 

the assumed MES development trajectorl'.,. on the system development 

process, we must not ignore their contribution_into the formation 

of whole,symetric , macroscopisc properties of the development 

process. This is very significant . because it is these short de

viations and the necessity of their efficient removal that re

sult in the dissjp,ation of al l kinds of energy (mechanical , che

miacal, human, organizational , etc.) accumulated in the system. 

Considering the i rreversibi ~ity of· the MES develop~ent prócess 

the long-lasting deviations can assume a system character, parti

curaly when .they are large. Under their influence 
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the MES ·can pass into an undesirable state.It is necessary to 

continuously fellow the course ·of the sy_stem development ap.d 

prevent it from both the perament presence of short and seemin

gly insignificant deviations- and the occurrence of long-lastirig 

deviations. Any success in this respect will,first of all,depend 

on the correctness of the MES development strategy and the resul

ting trajectory of .the purposefully produced change~ - in the sta

te of this system. 

The study of the long-term MES development is aimed at determi

ning the most rational systematic mode of purposeful changing of 

the macroscopic properties.It is generaily believed that in view 

of the fact that in the macroscopic description we are dealing 

with average value·s,the role and significance of random deviatons 

disappear in this description. This opinion in not always true . 

It particularly does not apply to the development of the systems 

of purposefull operation (including MES), where random deviati•ons 

are of considerable significance. The closer the state of the sys

tem to the point of the multifurcatibn (in a particular case-. be

furcation) of the development trajectory, in which it is necessary 

to make a conscious choice of one of the alternative development 

paths, the greater the significance of random variations.In .the 

neighbourhood of the multifurcation point the statistical law of 

large numbers stops applying. This law makes it possible to opera

te on average values and to use a deterministic description. The 

decision determining the further course of the MES development is, 

from this point of view, a conscious step to prevent the effects 

of the law of large numbers acting in the multifurcation point 

· neighbourhood. 

What we see an important feature of MES development is the non-

linearity of this process. A typica· mode 1 c f t h i s 
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process is a suitable nonlinear differential equation (Usually 

a deterministic one). According to the opinion held to date 

this model can be used for the elear definition of the state 

of the developmęnt process at any moment provided that we know 

the initial condition. Modern physics and synergetics_ have 

shaken this point of view showing that there are ~onlinear 

deterministic processes which are unforcastable in this sense 

that even a very small change of the initial conditioo can 

result in obtaining a quite different trajectory and that in a 

long period of time the solution of differential equations 

describing these processes can behave in a chaotic way (Haken, 

1983). The phenomenon of chaos is one of the most interesting 

problems of the modern theory of nonlinear dynamie systems. 

The results of the study of this phenomenon obtained to date 

throw _a different light on all of the problems related to the 

long -term foreca·sting of the development of purposefully 

acting systems and processes , The nonlinearity of the MES de

velopment process is cldsely conneci:ea ·•with the fac-b , that -the 

process in p.urposefull~, kept far . from _ ~hermodynam_ić: equilibrium. 

Ą;, opposed to the _situatio~--close _to the state of· therniodynamic 

equilibrium, with one stable state of the process correspon

ding to them, the real MES development process is characteri

zed by many stable states (multistability). These states depend 

not only on initial values but on the whole history of MES 

development. Thus ,what should be recognized as methodologi

cally incorrect is the elaboration of forecasts tor long-term 

MES development on the basis of an arbitrarily chosen ·period 

of watching the process trajectory in the past (e.g. on the 

basis of the time series characterizing the process behaviour 

in the past few years with ignoring the deeper _ · past, particu-
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larly the periods of economic slumps followed by transition 

periods which are always accompanied by structural changes . 

in economy. The future trajectory 6f the ._MES development is 

not a simple e;ictrapolatiori of the time seri•es (multidimeń'.'" 

· sional) · showing the course of this process · in the past. It 'is 

necessary to consider the whole time :se~·ies becomi~g · longer . 

wi th the passage of time, treat · i t as . a . set .qf information · 

a:bout the development process, identify ·d~velopm~nt mechanisms 

which result in this and not any 6the r form -of · the _series, find _ 

the causes of this and ·not any other behaviour, determine the 

nonlinearity form of the development process in varióus periods, 

assess the degree of the process cohe_rence with the series 

illustrating the beliaviou_r of other elements of the po,untry' s 

ec6nomic system, identify the periods ·of progress and regres

sion, etc. It is only on the basis of such · a detailed and 

complex analysis of the historical MES development that we 

shall be able to find .the tendencies and counter tendencies 

for this pr_ocess in association with alternative scenarios of 

the country's economic development. 

5. STABILITY AND INSTABILITY OF THE MES DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 
~ - -":I 

Long-term MES development is not a pure process of the 

growth of quantitative characteri stics.What essentially cha

racterizes the MES are the qualitative changes taking ·place in 

i t ( technical, technological, organizational, st_ructural , etc. ) • 

With the passage of time the systematic change in the value of 

the MES parameters is accompanied ąy slow qualitative thanges 

until the m~ment has been reached when, with -a · given system 

qua li ty, there i .s no chance for further quanti tati ve changes. 
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The continuity of the system development is broken , the qu~n~j 7 

t y changes inte quality which is expressed by the occurrence of 

the ~ransition period, in which the so-called development leap 

takes place . The MES reaches a new quality with the process of 

monotonie quantitative changes repeating but on a new qualita- . 

tive level. The MES development process can be expressed by the 

sequence of development cycles occurring alternaively with tran

slstion periods. Gra_dual quantitatively-qualitative . changes of 

the system characteristics take place in development cycles 

with the MES undergoing a leap transistion onto a qualitati_- . 

vely different level after each cycle has been completed. The 

leaps in the MES development process can take place spontaneous

ly but they should occur .at the moments and in the mode wh.ich 

is most desirable from the point of view of the MES and the 

whole economy. Therefore , from the . standpo_int of controlling 
. . 

this development. it is important to study the mechanisms · 

which govern the quantitatively- qualitative MES changes and 

particularly the relation between MES development stability and 

instability (appearing with certa.in va-lues of the contr!!>l para

meters). Both the stability and instability are the driving 

factors of MES development. Since MES development is· Ł ·, irreve-
. . 

rs.:j..ble process, its hyperstability would cause the supression 

of all deviations from the state of equilibrium, making deve

lopment impossible. The development process would take place 

permanently in the state of equilibrium or in the states very 

close to it. In order to pass inte another state the MES deve

lopment process must .loose stability at ·some moment ; that is ; 

become instable.Qn . the . other ,hand , this does not -have to be con

stant instability , ·,because it would _exclude. the ·ability ·of . the 

MES to adjust i tself to the. chaqging condi ti~ns in the envi ron- ' 

ment. 
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The present paper has been aimed at providing a comprehen

sive picture of the problems related to the long-term fere;.. 

casting of· MES development with particular emphasis on these 

elements which, in the light of modern phy_sics and synergeti cs , 

can be subject to mathematization (periods when'the law of 

l arge numbers does and does not work, nonlinearity, dynamics, 

randomness, quantitative-qualitative changes, stability and 

i.nstabili ty, structural changes) • The following conclus.ions 

can be drawn from the discussion presented i~ thią article: 

1) The models of the MES development process should re

present the spiral character of this process and quantitative

qualitative changeś taking place init. 

2) The models should show the continuous-step character 

of the development process and should reflect the openess, 

complexity, nonlinearity, dynamics as well as the irreversible 

and stochastically determined course of this process. 

3) In view of the fact that in the process of long-term 

_MES development the relatively long cycles of statinary, · 

balanced and stable development alternate with much shorter 

transition periods in which radical structural changes take 

place, it is necessary to elaborate . separate cooperating mo

dels for development cycles and transition periods. 

4) The application of econometric models for the forecas

ting of the MES development trends within long time ranges 

must result _in errors, because in the transition periods, in 

which qualitative leaps. take pl~ce in the MES, the law of 

large numbers stops a~·ting. 
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5) The usefulness of econometric models for MES develop

ment forec,asting inside development cycles is even higher 

when their duration is shorter and the development process 

more stable within these cycles. 

6) Since MES belongs to the systems of purposeful opera

_tion, the stochasticity of MES long-term development should 

not be seen as pure randomness but as the distortion of 

_necessity. 

7) What turns out to be a significant and necessary ele

ment of forecasting long-term MES development is the study of 

the mechanisms governing this process in the past, identifica

tion of development cycles and transition periods with their 

duration. as well as the identification of the MES evolution _ 

tendencies and counter tendencies in different phases of its 

historical development. 

8) What we see as the dtiving force o{ this development 

are the c9ntradiction _ betwe.en linearity and n.o~l_inearity, 

between the desire for stability an·a instability of the MES 

development. 

Modern physics, synergetics .and mathematics have at their 

disposa.l the formal apparatus making it possibie to show all 

significant properties of - long-term MES evolution. What we • 

see as particularly useful in this apparatus are the theories 

of bifuraction and catastrophes, the qualitative theory of 

dynamie systems including deterministic systems characterized 

by stochastic behaviour(deterministic differential equations 

of chaotic dynamics), the theory of irreversible processes 

being far from theI'I(lodynamic equlibrium, statistical physics 

and quantum mechanics. We know that the apstract apparatus of 

these disciplines seems to be too complicated for econcmists. 

We understand the difficulties in modifying the traditional 
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way- of thinking of economists, - based on classical physics, and 

with breaking a..,;ay from the traditionally accepted and time -

honoured system of concepts of the economic science. Anyone 

who star~s studying economic phenomena from the point ąf view -
. . . . ... 

of modern physics, sy.nargetics and math~a't.ic~, encounters i 

a kind of psychological barrier~Nevertheless, we feel certain 

that for contemporary economists acquitince· with the funda

menta'ls of these disciplines is necessary_ because of greatest 

importance for the future development of the economic science 

and the need to consider economic proólems from the modern 

point of view. 

The paper merely outlines the idea of application of these 

disciplines i _n model ling long-term MES • development. Further 

studies on this subject are being carried out in the theme 

"Modelling of complex processes of the country's development 

for the needs of forecasting" in the Systems Research Institu

te at the Polish Acad~my of Sciences. 
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